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SmartLine - TimePRO - Laundry

Congratulations on chosing TimePRO. We are certain you will be pleased with the
TimePRO solution, the self-service time-controlled payment system.

We want to help you get the best result from your Inepro system and to operate safely.
This manual contains information on how to do that; please read it carefully. Due to
continuous product improvements this manual is subject to changes without notice.

We strongly recommend you read the license agreement to fully understand its
coverage and your responsibilities of ownership. 

Your Inepro dealer is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to answer your
questions and your concerns.

Best wishes,
Inepro BV.

The most versatile Self Service kiosk, time is money
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Introduction

 Introduction

Time vending machine
Payment Technology

Coin Bank Note EFT Currency Multi Omni

275800 SmartLine TimePRO Terminal Multi ISO 13,56MHz EFT Custom
279001 SmartLine Laundry Voorbereid Cash en RFID Card, Max 8 Device Custom
275801 SmartLine TimePRO Terminal Multi ISO 13,56MHz Custom

279000 SmartLine Laundry Voorbereid EFT en RFID Card, Max 8 Device Custom

The Smartline TimePRO Laundry is a sturdy, small, high terminal with a large touchscreen, designed to be wall-
mounted, connected by Internet with the Inepro Back Office hosting facility in our secure data center. The Smartline is
always online, to ensure central management for the administrator and direct availability of reports and statistics.

It is one central payment point for up to 16 wash and/or drying machines, with a fast overview of time and machine
occupation.

This manual will address the installation and configuration of the Smartline terminal.
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Installation

 Installation

 Connect the Smartline
§ Connect the power cable of the Smartline to a power outlet.
§ Connect the network cable of the Smartline to the network outlet.
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Configuration

 Configuration

The Smartline receives a few settings from the business server, these need to be set to ensure a
correct functioning device.

 Text Files
The text files can be found in the *.ini directory (This directory is often hidden, but can still be
accessed directly, by entering the URL in the explorer):
C:\ProgramData\inepro\ini

GeneralConfig.ini
§ DeviceID =<Empty> => 
§ StoreID =<Empty>

Smartline.ini
§ Station ID =<Empty>
§ StoreID = <This whole line, if it exists, should be deleted>

 Inepro Back Office Manager
Start the Inepro Back Office Manager and go to this menu to set the Terminal Code.
§ CashPRO Devices -> Smartline Device -> Terminal Code = <unique number>.

The assigning of the terminals to the Smartline devices is done automatically, but can, if needed,
also be done manually.

Device properties in IBOM:
Smartline = Multi_ISO
CashPRO Device -> PosPRO -> Smartline = Card Vending

The host name is no longer the original Windows host name but a host name generated from the
terminal ID. The format is: 'SLVL######' where '#' is the terminal ID filled with leading zero's '0',
like: 'SLVL000001'.
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 Business Server settings
Currency Decimals
The number of decimals the a currency value is displayed with. By default set to '2'.

Currency Decimal Separator
The symbol that separates the decimals from the rest of the currency value. By default set to ','.

Currency Symbol
The symbol used to show what currency is used.  By default set to '€'.

Gateway URL
The URL of the Terminal Interface Gateway used to provide communication between the Business
sever and the terminals.
Ask your dealer what this value should be if you are not sure.

Max Balance
The maximum balance an account can have, higher balances are seen as invalid. The balance is in
cents (of the used currency). By default set to '7500'.
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User Interface

 User Interface

Icons
A device can have one of three states; Available, In
use or Out of Order. 

Only machines which are available can be chosen.

See Icons below:

Device available

Device in use

Device Out of Order

 Choose Device

In the main screen of the TimePRO - Smartline a device can be chosen.

1. Choose a machine which is available (See explanation icons).
2. Now image 1 should be shown, with the price for the usage of the chosen device. Click 'Next' to accept the costs and finish the payment

or on 'Back' to abort.

 If image 2 is shown, the chosen device is out of order, another choice should be made. Click on 'OK'. Go to step 1.

Image 1: Payment Screen. Image 2: Warning, device in use.
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Working

 Working

1. When a washing machine or dryer has been selected and paid for, the TimePRO wil sent a (relay) pulse to the
washing machine or dryer, at that moment the device can no longer be selected.

2. TimePRO wil start it's prior-time, this is to make sure that the user is able to close the door, and cannot be selected by
the end-user.

3. When the door is closed the prior-time will be ended and the main time wil be started.
4. Then the wash/dry program wil be started, which is set on the washing machine or dryer itself.
5. When the washing machine or dryer has finished his program, a pulse is sent to the relay-box (input), which will set

the device free on the overview screen.
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Maintanance

 Opening the case

1. The left side of the case has two locks. 
2. Both need to be opened to open the door.

3. The main switch, PC, USB Stick, monitor,
PIN terminal and printer can be found here.
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Replace paper roll

 Replace paper roll

1. Open the case. The paper roll will be found on the bottom side of the device door.

2. Remove left disc. 3. Remove old paper roll.

4. Place new paper roll.

5. Re-place left disc. 6. Feed roll outside.
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Administrator Menu

 Administrator Menu

 Access
Access to the menu can be gained by clicking the days of the week in a certain order.
The correct order is 'Su', 'Mo', 'Sa', 'Tu'. Achter this sequence is entered, the 'System menu' is
shown.

1. Enter the log in code, as the dealer has supplied it.
2. Click 'Next'.

 Menu
In each menu there the contant menu bar on the right with the buttons 'System', 'EFT', 'Payment
Types', 'Miscellaneous' and 'Reports. With the 'OK' button in the bottom-right of each screen
(except the report screen) the menu is closed.
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 System
In the system menu, under the the heading 'Software version', the software version, terminal ID,
and the terminal namen can be found. This unique identifier of the device is needed at our service
desk, to identify the device.

In 'System status' the option manually shutdown can be checked. When this is done, the terminal
will be set to the 'out of order' state, and this will be clearly shown on the screen (when the menu is
inactive).

Furthermore can the hardware checks be viewed, the checks results for the peripheral devices (PIN
terminal, Printer, Database and Server) are shown.
With 'Open Lock', a lock in the device can be opened (if applicable), (in the Smartline, the case is
opened manually, and this button has no function). De tekst on the buttons 'Restart application' and
'Restart computer' are self-explanatory. With 'Close application' the application is closed and the
OS is activated. 'Touch Calibration' should start the touchscreen re-calibration procedure. The other
buttons are part of the general menu.
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Administrator Menu

 EFT (PIN terminal menu)
§ Log on PIN terminal: Log on the terminal at the

acquirer.

§ Log off PIN terminal: Log off the terminal at the
acquirer.

§ Copy Receipt: Print a copy of the last receipt.

§ PIN Menu: Gain access to the PIN menu.

 Payment Types
In this menu is determined which payment Types
are accepted.

§ PIN

§ ChipKnip

§ Maestro

§ MasterCard

§ VISA

 If no payment types are checked, the products
are given away for free!

 Miscellaneous
In this menu all other settings are defined.

§ Explorer shell: Is the application started as the
explorer shell.

§ Always print customer receipt: Printing a receipt
is mandatory when printed with an EFT payment,
but when this option is checked even when the
products are free a receipt must be printed.

§ Min. PIN amount (cents): The minimum amount
needed to allow pay with EFT.

§ Program: The executable name of the
Touchscreen Calibration program.

§ Path:  The path of this program.
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 Reports

In the Report menu the Terminal Overview report
can be viewed on a determined period of time. 

The period can be set in this screen.

§ Click 'Print' to print the report.
§ Click 'Back' to close this menu.
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Notes

 Notes

This area is meant for the reader's notes:
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